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Vertically and laterally oriented cobalt dendrite films with or without dendritic structures were

synthesized by cathodic electrodeposition under different experimental conditions. The morphology of

Co deposits was varied significantly depending on deposition conditions such as applied potential,

precursor concentration and especially pH value. Co dendritic crystal growth along the [110] direction

is preferred. The possible growth mechanism is discussed by supposing differing concentration areas.

Results of glucose electrooxidation demonstrate that vertical Co dendrite films are promising materials

as carbohydrate sensors with high sensitivity and fast response. In addition, magnetic measurements on

cobalt samples under parallel and perpendicular direction of the applied magnetic field show that they

exhibit a ferromagnetic behavior with different saturation magnetizations and coercivities.
1. Introduction

Metallic cobalt (Co) has attracted extensive attention as an

important magnetic material not only due to its multiple crystal

structures (hexagonal-close-packed (hcp), face-centered-cubic

(fcc)) but also because of its structure dependent magnetic and

electronic properties.1 Elucidation of morphology-dependent

properties of materials is essential for both fundamental under-

standing and technological application of materials.2 Better

understanding and control of material shapes will promote the

design and production of optimal morphologies that can

enhance the desired properties of materials. Various structures of

metallic Co with different morphologies,3 such as nanorods,

nanowires, nanotubes, two- and three-dimensional (2D and 3D)

superlattices, bowl-like and chain-like structures, have been

successfully synthesized via different methods including thermal

decomposition of organometallic precursors,4 template-mediated

synthesis,5 electrospinning magnetic-field-induced process,6 and

hydro/solvothermal methods, etc.7 Recently, dendritic materials

have aroused wide interest in view of their importance in physics

studies and their potential applications.8 Cobalt dendrites are

prepared commonly by hydro/solvothermal methods;7a,9

however, these methods require high temperature and pressure,

long time, or toxic chemicals such as hydrazine hydrate.
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Dendritic fractals are one type of hyperbranched structure

which are generally formed under non-equilibrium conditions.10

It has been shown that dendritic fractals could be promising

candidates for the design and fabrication of new catalytic func-

tional nanomaterials11 due to the distinct size, shape, and

chemical functionality of such structures. The development of

simple and novel synthetic approaches for building fractal

architectures of various systems still remains as a challenge.

Unlike the conventional hydro/solvothermal synthesis, elec-

trochemical deposition provides a route to prepare porous films

or coatings rather than powders, which is of relevance to prac-

tical applications in fuel or solar cells, and sensors.12 Especially,

crystallization proceeds only via electrochemical reactions during

electrodeposition, so that growth rate can be controlled by

deposition potential or current, independently of the concen-

tration of the reactants, different from supersaturation-based

crystallization. Therefore, electrodeposition offers more freedom

in creating various combinations of growth rate and diffusion

rate, allowing for more systematic tailoring of the dendritic

pattern.13

Most researches on dendrite materials have been focused on

the synthesis methods, and there is a lack of research on the

practical application of dendrite materials in different fields.

Cobalt nanostructured materials are of considerable importance

due to their special magnetic and catalytic properties. As an

example, glucose detection is vital for the diagnosis and

management of diabetes related diseases. It is also well known

that glucose can provide an obvious potential source for biofuel

cells14 which is renewable, cheap and abundant. Enzymes

have been widely used as catalysts in biofuel cells15 and biosen-

sors of glucose detection owing to their excellent chemical

specificity.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 SEM images of Co dendrite films deposited in 0.05 M Co2+

(precursor concentration: all solutions include 0.1 M Na2SO4) at pH 5.6

with different applied potentials for 600 s (deposition time). (A) �1.0 V,

(B) �1.1 V, (C) �1.2 V and (D) �1.3 V (applied potential). Insets of (A),

(B) and (C) are simplified schematic diagrams showing the morphologies

of the as-obtained Co films.
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About 40 years ago, Bursey et al.16 had already prepared

dendritic cobalt emitters by pulse electrodeposition. Imre et al.17

also obtained centimeter-scale cobalt dendrites by an electro-

chemical method. Bodea and co-workers18 utilized transmission

electron microscopy to show cobalt arborescent growth in the

electrodeposition process under the influence of an external

magnetic field. Recently, Ri Qiu et al.19 discussed time-dependent

cobalt crystal morphology evolution; and later we also discussed

on the various crystal growth parameters such as the potential,

concentration and temperature, which affect the metallic cobalt

crystal growth rate and the resultant morphology.20 However, in

previous works, few researchers prepared vertical cobalt dendrite

array films with large area. In this work, a facile improved

approach of preparing vertical dendritic Co films, which are

composed of tens-of-micrometer-scale dendrites by electro-

chemical deposition is reported. The characterization of elec-

trocatalytic and magnetic properties of the prepared Co films are

also carried out.

2. Experimental

2.1 Electrodeposition

The electrodeposition of Co was performed in a conventional

three-electrode cell using a potentiostat/galvanostat PL-9

instrument. Cu foil (Aldrich, $99.98%, 0.5 mm thickness)

covered with Scotch tape on one side, which was polished by the

emery paper on the side without tape and cleaned with deionized

water and ethanol, was used as the working electrode. The area

of Cu substrate dipped into 3 mL electrolyte solution was about

0.5 cm2 (0.5 cm � 1 cm). A coiled platinum wire and Ag/AgCl

electrode in 3 MKCl solution were used as counter and reference

electrodes, respectively, and all potentials reported in this work

were relative to the Ag/AgCl electrode. Co films were deposited

from aqueous solutions containing 0.05 M CoCl2$6H2O (Sigma-

Aldrich, 98%) and 0.1 M Na2SO4 (Ishisu Pharmaceutical, >99%)

without stirring under ambient conditions at 24 �C. The applied
potentials were in the range from �1.0 to �1.3 V. The pH of the

solution was adjusted by adding 1 M NaOH solution (Junsei

Chemical, Japan, >96%) or 0.5 M H2SO4 solution (Jin Chemical

Pharmaceutical, Korea, >95%). After deposition for a given

time, the electrode was removed and washed with deionized

water and ethanol several times, and then dried at room

temperature.

2.2 Characterization

X-Ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku miniFlex-II desktop X-ray

diffractometer, Cu-Ka radiation with l¼ 0.154056 nm) was used

to determine crystallinity and the crystal structure of the Co

deposits. The morphologies of the samples were observed by

a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi Horiba S-4300)

operated at 20 kV and by a transmission electron microscope

(TEM, JEOL. JEM-2010). Selected area electron diffraction

(SAED, Oxford Instruments) patterns were measured to char-

acterize the crystal structure of the deposits. For TEM and ED,

the deposits were removed from the electrode by ultrasonication

for 25 min. The elemental composition in the as-obtained

materials was analyzed by energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS,

Oxford Instruments, INCA x-sight).
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
2.3 Electrochemical properties

The electrocatalytic properties of bare copper electrode and the

copper electrodes modified by vertically and laterally oriented Co

dendrites were tested by cyclic voltammetry (CV). The area of the

electrode dipped into the solution was fixed to be 0.4 cm2. Cyclic

voltammetric measurements were carried out in a 10 mL aqueous

solution of 0.1 M NaOH (Shinyo Pure Chemicals, G.R.) with

and without 1.0 mM glucose (Katayama, First Class). The CVs

were recorded in a potential range of �0.1 to 0.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl

at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1. The amperometric response towards

glucose by the Co dendrite modified electrode was monitored by

successive additions of glucose into 10 mL of 0.10 M NaOH

solution with 1 mM changes in glucose concentration at 0.55 V

vs. Ag/AgCl. All electrochemical experiments were conducted in

a conventional three-electrode cell at room temperature,

employing a coiled Pt wire electrode and an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl)

electrode as counter electrode and reference electrode,

respectively.

2.4 Magnetic properties

A superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)

magnetometer was used to measure the magnetic properties of

Co dendrites. The hysteresis loops were recorded at 300 K. The

ZFC/FC curves were registered between 2 and 320 K at an

applied magnetic field of 1000 Oe.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Shape evolution of Co dendrite fractals

The typical electrodeposition of Co was carried out in an

aqueous solution containing 0.05 M CoCl2 and 0.1 M Na2SO4

with an initial pH of �5.6 at different potentials. The solution

system in this work is similar to that in Qiu’s work.19,20 Typical

SEM images of the resulting Co deposits are shown in Fig. 1.
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12296–12304 | 12297
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There exist distinct differences in the morphology of Co deposits

obtained at different potentials. With increasing potential the

length of Co dendrites becomes shorter (from >50 mm (Fig. 1A)

to <26 mm (Fig. S1B, ESI†)) and non-dendritic products

(nanosheets) are increasingly formed. In our experiments, an

increase in potential corresponds to a shift of applied potential to

a negative direction. The applied potential of �1.0 V is more

negative than the critical value for dendritic structure forma-

tion,20 which is the reason that the dendrites can be formed.

At �1.0 V, dendrites of >50 mm length are almost parallel to the

surface of the Cu substrate. As the potential is increased

from �1.1 to �1.3 V, the non-dendritic structures become more

prominent while the dendrites are increasingly slanted or are

vertical relative to the surface, as shown in Fig. 1B–D. Low

magnification SEM images of Co films obtained at �1.2

and�1.3 V are shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†). At�1.3 V (Fig. 1D), the

size of non-dendritic nanosheets becomes small and sub-

dendrites grow on the surface of primary dendrites. To the best of

our knowledge, it is difficult to make uniform micro-sized and

flexible dendrites (metal, metal alloy and metal oxide) grow

vertically on the substrate by electrodeposition. Here, we find

that the Co dendrites can stand vertically with or without

nanosheets in large area structures.

Fig. S2 (ESI†) shows XRD patterns of Co films obtained at

different applied potentials from �1.0 to �1.3 V. All the peaks,

except the peaks of Cu substrate, can be indexed to a pure

hexagonal phase with space group of P63/mmc (no. 194) of Co

(JCPDS no. 05-0727). Co and Co(OH)2 films composed of

nanosheets have been reported.21 To confirm the composition of
Fig. 2 EDS elemental analysis and EDS-mapping of (A) the dendrite

and (B) the nanosheet Co deposits. Deposition condition: 0.05 M Co2+,

pH 5.6, �1.2 V, 600 s.

12298 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12296–12304
products, EDS and EDS-mapping were employed for detailed

analysis of the dendrites and nanosheets (as shown in Fig. 2). The

atomic ratio of Co to O is about 95 : 5 in the dendritic structures

while for the nanosheets, the atomic ratio of Co to O is ca.

66 : 21; S (8%) and Cl (4%) originate from the supporting elec-

trolyte (Na2SO4 and CoCl2). The trace amount of oxygen in the

dendritic structure should be attributed to the partial oxidation

of the external layer of cobalt products in the air. In the non-

dendritic structure, the oxygen content is increased substantially,

though most of this is from SO4
2�. It is speculated that the non-

dendritic structure is thus also metallic cobalt formed during

electrodeposition at a relatively high potential. In addition, XRD

patterns at different potentials (Fig. S2, ESI†) are similar for Co

films with or without nanosheets also indicating that the nano-

sheets are also composed of metallic Co. At such a negative

potentials, as-deposited Co is unlikely to be oxidized to form

cobalt oxide or hydroxide.

The applied potentials can affect the deposition rate and

determine the resulting morphologies of deposits;8a,b,22 and we

suspected that nanosheet Co films can be formed at a specific

growth rate. The solution-based nature of electrochemical

deposition allows for changing of many synthesis variables (e.g.,

pH, additives, types of solvents and temperature) that markedly

affect the growth direction and growth rates, and thus the final

morphology of products.23 To prove the assumption, the effect of

Co deposition rate was investigated by varying the concentration

of cobalt precursor, which would result in the change of depo-

sition rate. Fig. 3 shows typical SEM images of Co deposits

prepared in electrolyte with different cobalt precursor concen-

trations of 0.025 and 0.1 M at�1.1 V. With a high concentration

of 0.1 M Co2+ (Fig. 3C and D), aggregated thicker dendrites

without nanosheets were obtained, compared to the mixture

formed in 0.05 M Co2+ at �1.1 V. In contrast, a large amount of

Co nanosheets are formed at 0.025 M Co2+ (Fig. 3A and B) with

only a few small dendrites being present. The Co2+ concentration

has a dual role in the evolution of Co crystal morphology. On the

one hand, the nucleation and growth rate of Co crystals could be

accelerated with an increase in Co2+ concentration, leading to
Fig. 3 SEM images of Co dendrite films obtained at different concen-

trations of Co2+. Deposition conditions: pH 5.6, �1.1 V, 600 s; (A, B)

0.025 M, (C, D) 0.1 M.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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local deficiency near the electrode surface because of faster

consumption of Co2+. On the other hand, it is easier to achieve

mass diffusion controlled growth in a more dilute solution than

in a concentrated solution with the same overpotential, due to

a slower diffusion rate. As a result, the final morphology of Co

deposits was determined by the balance between crystal growth

rate and diffusion rate and the balance between concentration

and potential, rather than solely by the concentration or

potential.

To gain insight in the effect of pH on the crystal structure of

final products, cobalt deposits were fabricated in the electrolyte

at different pH and the morphology of the products was

observed. Fig. 4 shows SEM images of Co deposits obtained at

pH 7.5 with different potentials. At �1.1 V (Fig. 4A), the

dendrites cling to the substrate (inset of A) and some nanosheet

flowers adhere on the dendritic surfaces as shown in Fig. 4B. It

shows clearly that the dendrites are composed of many hexag-

onal nanoplates. At�1.2 V (Fig. 4C and D), perfect Co dendrites

of >60 mm length (Fig. S4A, ESI†) can stand vertically by

clinging to each other (inset of C). It should be noted that single

dendrites cannot stand vertically since the dendrite is flexible and

the barycenter is too high and it is only possible for dendrites can

grow vertically if they are not flexible, such as Pd nanotrees24

(1 mm high and 100 nm thick). When the potential was increased

to �1.3 V (Fig. 4E and F), a large amount of nanosheet flowers

were formed and filled in the interspace of standing dendrites,

which makes several dendrites cling to each other face to face and

stand vertically (inset of E); the cross-sectional SEM image in

Fig. S4B (ESI†) further corroborates this. As stated earlier,
Fig. 4 SEM images of Co dendrite films deposited in 0.05 M Co2+ at pH

7.5 with different applied potentials for 600 s: (A, B) �1.1 V, (C, D) �1.2

V, (E, F) �1.3 V. Insets of (A), (C) and (E) are simplified schematic

diagrams showing the morphologies of as-obtained Co films.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
cobalt oxide or cobalt hydroxide are not readily obtained at

relatively negative potentials or at the relatively high pH (7.5) as

shown by the XRD patterns (Fig. S3, ESI†). The intensity of the

(110) peak increases when the dendrites stand vertically.

However, if the dendrites are covered with non-dendritic struc-

tures, the intensity of (110) peak is lowered and indicates that

non-dendritic structures can affect the intensity of the (110) peak

(Fig. S2, ESI†).

When pH was decreased to 2.5, as shown in Fig. 5, no cobalt

nanosheets were formed. At a low potential of �1.1 V (Fig. 5A

and B), only Co film composed of particles was obtained; this

indicates that the growth rate is much lower than the mass-

transport rate and no depletion area is formed.22 At �1.2 V,

a thermodynamically stable hexagonal morphology (Fig. 5C)

was observed on some parts of the Co film and hexagonal plates

without branches grew vertically. Polished metal electrodes have

some scratched traces, which can be easily observed in Fig. 5A, C

and E. A number of cobalt hierarchical structures19 with 3 to 6

branches and with different sizes were formed as shown in
Fig. 5 (A–F) SEM images and (G) XRD patterns of Co films deposited

in 0.05 M Co2+ at pH 2.5 with different applied potentials for 600 s: (A, B

and a)�1.1 V, (C, D and b)�1.2 V, (E, F and c)�1.3 V. Insets of (E) and

(F) are cross-sectional SEM images and the simplified schematic diagram

of the as-obtained Co film, respectively.

J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12296–12304 | 12299
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Fig. 5D, and the majority of them showed asymmetrical growth.

At a more negative potential of �1.3 V (Fig. 5E), vertical

dendritic Co films with large area were obtained. All leaves were

attached to the main stem in one side without forming any

secondary branches and the other side is smooth. We denote this

kind of inflexible dendrite as ‘‘semi-manufactured’’ since such

dendrites appear to be intermediates for forming the normal

dendritic structures such as the dendrites in Fig. 1A and B and

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5G shows the XRD patterns of as-obtained Co films at

pH 2.5 with potential from �1.1 to �1.3 V. The intensity of the

(110) peak, rather than the (110) peak in JCPDS no. 05-0727, is

maximum and indicates that Co crystal growth along the (110)

direction is preferred in the electrodeposition process. In addi-

tion, the intensity of (110) increases as the density of vertical Co

dendrites is increased. Comparing the XRD patterns in Fig. S2,

S3 (ESI†) and Fig. 5G, it can be concluded that the intensity of

the (110) peak becomes higher if there are more branches of Co

dendrites and it is proposed that the Co dendrites grow parallel

to the [110] plane.

To more clearly observe the evolution of crystal shapes and to

delineate the crucial factors that determines the morphology of

the final products, observations on the initial deposits fabricated

with different deposition time were made. Fig. S5 (ESI†) shows

SEM images of Co films obtained at pH 2.5 with the potential

of �1.3 V for different deposition times. It was found that more

crystals with larger size were formed for a longer deposition time.

In the deposition process, the morphologies of Co change from

grains to hexagons then to ‘‘semi-manufactured’’ dendrites with

increasing deposition time. Fig. 6 shows typical TEM and SAED

patterns of as-prepared samples. We examined SAED patterns of

the leaves of the stems and branches of Co dendrites prepared in

different conditions and at different growth stages of Co crystals.

The results showed that the SAED patterns of the leaves in

different areas of an individual dendrite are almost the same,

which indicates that the leaves of Co dendrites grow along the

(110) direction.

Co films obtained in Co2+ precursor aqueous solution with

different deposition conditions show different features. When

deposition was carried out in solution with relatively high pH

(pH ¼ 5.6 and 7.5), the crystal grew mainly by attachment of

hexagonal plates to stems and finally formed Co dendrites while

at low pH (pH ¼ 2.5),‘‘semi-manufactured dendrite’’ Co array

films were formed. At low pH, the crystals showed a tendency to

grow vertically instead of forming flat dendrites which are
Fig. 6 TEM and SAED pattern of Co dendrites.

12300 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12296–12304
composed of hexagonal plates. The final morphology was

produced during crystal growth. It is reasonable to conclude that

the evolution from initial hexagonal nuclei to the morphology of

final products goes through the crystal growth process at low pH

such as pH ¼ 2.5, and pH value of the electrolyte solution plays

critical role to determine the final morphology. According to the

experimental results in this work, it can be concluded that Co

dendrites can grow laterally and vertically in the electrodeposi-

tion process with different deposition conditions, as shown in

Scheme 1. A possible growth mechanism is shown in Scheme 1B.

As we mentioned before, the final morphology of Co deposits

was determined by the balance between crystal growth rate and

diffusion rate and the balance between concentration and

potential, and not simply by the magnitude of concentration or

potential. To more readily understand the growth process of Co,

it can be supposed that there are several concentration areas

around the Co ‘‘Crystal’’ protrusion according to spherical

diffusion layers around independently growing protrusions.25

Here Crystal indicates products obtained at different stages of

electrodeposition such as crystal seeds, particles or hexagonal

plates. Normally, there will be a continuous concentration

gradient around Crystal. Herein, we choose three concentration

areas, C1, C2 and C3, around Crystal to explain the results we

obtained. The growth rate and direction at these three areas are

represented by V1, V2 and V3; and their directions are shown by

the corresponding arrows. The brief explanations for different

constructions as shown in Scheme 1A are explained as following.
Scheme 1 (A) Simplified schematic diagram showing the different

morphologies of as-obtained Co dendrite films by electrodeposition: (a)

laterally oriented dendrites; (b) slanted dendrites clinging to each other;

(c) dendrites standing vertically and separately with nanosheets (NS)

between; (d) dendrites standing vertically clinging to each other face to

face with nanoflowers (NF) between; (e) ‘‘semi-manufactured’’ dendrites

standing separately with no non-dendritic structures. (B) Schematic

diagram showing a possible growth mechanism.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 7 CVs of bare Cu substrate (black solid line in A) in 0.1 M NaOH,

(A) electrode A and (B) electrode B Co dendrite modified copper elec-

trodes in 0.1MNaOHwithout (red dashed line) and with (blue solid line)

1 mM glucose (scan rate: 50 mV s�1; green arrows denote the scanning

direction). (C) Schematic representation of the indirect electrooxidation

of glucose by Co(II)/Co(III) redox couple present at the surface of Co

films. Insets are SEM images of electrodes.
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(a) Laterally oriented dendrites on Cu substrate. At relatively

low potential (but more negative than the critical value for

dendrites) and near neutral pH (5.6, 7.5), the rates of electro-

crystallization and mass-transfer are slow, so the density of Co

crystal seeds is low. However, it is possible that the mass-transfer

rate is faster than the crystallization rate so that C3 is larger than

both C2 and C3 (V3 is thus the main growth direction) resulting

under these conditions to lateral crystal growth due to an excess

of Co2+ near the electrode surface.

(b) Dendrites are slanted by clinging to each other. If the

potential is increased but not to so high a value, C2 becomes

bigger than C1 and C3. V2 will be the main growth direction so

that the dendrites can grow slanted relative to the surface.

(c) Dendrites stand up separately with nanosheets beneath.

Crystals grow faster as the potential continuously increases. C1

will be main growth direction; finally, vertically oriented

dendrites formed on the substrate. In addition, non-dendritic

structures (nanosheets) can be formed simultaneously given the

very fast crystallization.

(d) Dendrites stand up vertically by clinging to each other face to

face accompanied with nanoflowers. At relatively high pH (7.5)

and high potential, the crystallization rate is so fast that vertical

dendrites can grow from extraordinarily contiguous crystal seeds

and the non-dendritic structures can be changed from nanosheets

to nanoflowers.

(e) Inflexible separate vertical ‘‘semi-manufactured’’ dendrites

with no non-dendritic structures. At high potential and low pH, the

Co crystals grow only from V1 direction. In this case, it also can be

possibly attributed to the space hindrance effect (SHE) as for our

previous report on a 1-D dendritic iron wire array.26 The neigh-

boring Co dendrites act as walls to block the mass transfer parallel

to the substrate so that the crystals are enforced to grow along the

perpendicular direction (V1) by consuming the Co2+ precursor in

the bulk solution. Study of the crystal growth mechanism of

vertical Co dendrites is still underway in our laboratory.
3.2 Electrocatalytic and magnetic properties of Co dendrite

films

Electrocatalytic activity, in order to explore application of the

electrodeposited cobalt films as electrodes for glucose detection

and glucose biofuel cells, in the electrooxidation of glucose on the

cobalt modified electrodes was evaluated by cyclic voltammetry.

Fig. 7 displays cyclic voltammograms of the Co dendrites with

different morphologies in 0.1 M NaOH in the absence and

presence of 1 mM glucose. Two typical electrodes A and B, which

were modified with lateral and vertically oriented Co dendrites,

were tested in the experiments. SEM images of the two electrodes

comprising only dendritic structures are shown in Fig. 1A (inset

of Fig. 7A) and 5E (inset of Fig. 7B). These electrodes were

studied since dendritic Co films without Co nanosheets will show

the exclusive properties of Co dendrites. Further, it is possible

that Co nanosheets are readily oxidized or dissolved to form

Co(OH)2 or cobalt oxide in CV and amperometric response

measurements.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
As indicated, both laterally and vertically oriented Co dendrite

modified electrodes exhibited a pair of redox peaks in the absence

of 1 mM glucose, which were related to the Co(II)/Co(III)27 redox

couple formed in alkaline medium. In contrast, with the addition

of 1 mM glucose, notable enhancement of the anodic current

could be observed. An obvious peak corresponding to glucose

oxidation was detected in both cases, as shown in Fig. 7A and B.

Glucose is catalytically oxidized with Co(III) species and this

leads to C–C bond cleavage in alkaline solution to produce

lower-molecular-weight products. An evident enhancement of

the anodic current was observed, which demonstrates Co

dendrite modified electrodes have high efficiency for glucose

oxidation even in the micromolar scale. In addition, it is note-

worthy that Co dendrites with different morphologies exhibited

different electrochemical properties. When the electrode was

modified with Co dendrites in a vertical direction (Fig. 7B), the

potential of glucose oxidation was lower and the oxidation

current was higher, compared to the Co dendrites in lateral

direction (Fig. 7A). Such a substantial negative shift of the

anodic peak potential, i.e. the decrease in the anodic over-

potential, demonstrates stronger electrocatalytic performance in

the glucose oxidation. The obvious increase in anodic current

indicates that vertically oriented Co dendrite film has a higher

sensitivity to glucose detection. Such a shift of oxidation poten-

tial can be attributed to a kinetic effect by an increase in the

electroactive surface area and the rate of electron transfer from

glucose to the Co modified electrode.28 The electrode shown in

Fig. 7B has a hierarchical structure, in which the open porous

three-dimensional structure allows rapid transport of the solu-

tion, and its high surface area promotes electrochemical reac-

tions. In order to clarify whether the copper substrate was

involved in the electrocatalytic process or not, cyclic voltamme-

try behavior of copper substrate in NaOH solution containing

1 mM glucose was also monitored and the obtained curve was

shown in Fig. 7A (curve Cu). The complete inactivity means it is
J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12296–12304 | 12301
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Fig. 9 Parallel and perpendicular hysteresis loops for (A) vertical elec-

trode B (as shown in Fig. 5E) and (B) lateral electrode A (as shown in

Fig. 1A) Co dendrite modified copper electrodes at 300 K. Insets are SEM

images of electrodes.
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clear that Co dendrites deposited on the copper surface were

responsible for the direct electro-oxidation of glucose.

Based on the electrocatalytic activity and cyclic voltammetric

behavior, further experiments were carried out by employing the

vertically oriented Co dendrite modified electrode B (as shown in

Fig. 5E) at +0.55 V applied potential. Fig. 8A displays a typical

amperometric response for the Co dendrite modified electrode to

successive additions of glucose into 0.1 MNaOH at +0.55 V. It is

observed that the electrode responds quickly to the change of

glucose concentration and reaches a steady-state signal within

15 s without stirring. The amperometric signal showed a linear

correlation to the glucose concentration, and the calibration

curve for the glucose sensor is shown in Fig. 8B. The regression

equation I (mA) ¼ 0.1341 + 0.14365c (mM), with correlation

coefficient of 0.9976 was obtained. The sensitivity of the Co

dendrite modified electrode for glucose detection was 359.1 mA

mM�1 cm�2. The sensitivity of present electrode is higher than

that of other nonenzymatic glucose sensors such as multi-walled

carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) array and Cu/MWCNTs or

MnO2/MWCNTs etc.29 The results verify that Co dendrites,

especially with vertically oriented 3D structures, are promising

and potential materials for carbohydrate sensors and the prop-

erties of high sensitivity and fast response can be improved by

controlling the morphology of products. The stability, selectivity,

reproducibility and anti-interference property of the Co dendrite

modified electrode requires further testing and optimization for

possible application as a glucose sensor.

The magnetic behavior of Co dendrite films was investigated

for vertically and laterally oriented Co dendrite modified elec-

trodes B and A as shown in Fig. 9. Both show a ferromagnetic

behavior at 300 K. The coercivities (Hc) of vertically oriented Co

dendrite film (Fig. 9A) were about 140 and 50 Oe under

perpendicular and parallel external magnetic fields, respectively.

Similar results have been obtained previously for cobalt fibers

and nanowires, and have been ascribed to the fact that the

hexagonal c-axis is oriented close to the direction perpendicular

to the fiber axis.30 Magnetization of the vertical dendrite sample

shows slower response under a perpendicular external magnetic

field than under a parallel external magnetic field as shown in

Fig. 9A. It is reasonable to deduce that the magnetic moments of

the domains are oriented along the dendrite growth axis,

resulting in an easy axis of magnetization along the long axis. In

addition, the reason of a relatively low Hc value is due to the

radial orientation of the dendritic branches which makes them

difficult to be aligned simultaneously along the same direction.31
Fig. 8 (A) Amperometric response of vertically oriented Co dendrite

modified copper electrode B (as shown in Fig. 5E) to subsequent addi-

tions of glucose in 1.0 mM steps in 0.1 M NaOH at +0.55 V. (B) The

calibration curve of current vs. concentration of glucose.

12302 | J. Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, 12296–12304
For the laterally oriented dendrite film (Fig. 9B), Hc was about

140 and 250 Oe under perpendicular and parallel external

magnetic fields, respectively. Magnetization responses under

parallel and perpendicular external magnetic fields are very

similar to each other (Fig. 9B). In contrast to the vertical Co

dendrites, the coercivity under parallel external magnetic fields

was larger than that under the perpendicular direction. This

could be ascribed to the orientation of the hexagonal c-axis

approximately parallel to the direction of Co dendrite growth.

The temperature-dependent magnetization of the Co-dendrite

electrode A was measured in a range of temperature from 2 to

320 K under an applied magnetic field of 1000 Oe using zero-

field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) procedures. Fig. 10

shows a typical result for Co dendrites with lateral growth. An

irreversible magnetic behavior (difference between MFC and

MZFC) is evident in the whole range of temperature.32 It can be

found that the ZFC curve rapidly increases with temperature,

and no clear blocking temperature (TB), defined as the temper-

ature with maximum magnetization in the ZFC curve, was

observed. Co particles with size of lower than 20 nm have

a distinct TB as shown in some previous works.33 Dakhlaoui

et al.30 reported similar results to ours, that submicrometric and

micrometric Co fibers show no TB (or a very low TB response

around 6 K arising from some small Co particles). However, the

sizes of sub-branches and hexagonal Co plates in our sample are

>1 mm as shown in TEM and SEM images, and even the particles

on the bottom of dendrites are >100 nm as shown in Fig. S5A
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 10 ZFC and FC magnetization curves for lateral oriented Co

dendrites at an applied external magnetic field of 1000 Oe.
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(ESI†). These dimensions are not sufficiently small to create

a mono-magnetic domain;30 so leading to the non-observation of

a blocking temperature in micro-sized dendritic Co. The

continuous increase in the magnetization in the ZFC curve

indicates a very wide energy-barrier distribution. The FC

magnetizations showed a steady decrease with the decrease in the

temperature, which is indicative of a strong dipolar magneto-

static interaction between Co dendrites.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a facile approach of electro-

chemical synthesis and tailoring of vertical Co dendrite fractals

simply by controlling the deposition conditions. The morphology

of Co deposits varied significantly depending on deposition

conditions such as applied potential, precursor concentration

and pH value. The possible growth mechanism is preliminarily

discussed considering a model based on different concentration

areas around growing crystals. Further work needs to be carried

out for the better understanding of the mechanism of growth and

in order to clarify the role of pH. The investigation in electro-

catalytic activity of the dendritic Co films to glucose oxidation

indicates the morphology and surface area dependence of the

electrochemical behavior. Results demonstrate that vertical Co

dendrite films could be promising materials for biofuel cells and

as carbohydrate sensors with high sensitivity and fast response.

Such properties can be optimized by controlling the deposition

conditions. Magnetic measurements on cobalt samples under

parallel and perpendicular direction of the applied magnetic field

showed that they exhibit a ferromagnetic behavior with different

saturation magnetization and coercivity in different directions,

which may be attributed to their anisotropic shape. Irreversibility

in the zero-field-cooling and field-cooling measurements was

observed.
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